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Carel Fabritius' ‘A View in Delft’: Some Observations on its Treatment and Display 

Larry Keith

Carel Fabritius (1622–54) received his most important artistic instruction in Rembrandt's studio in Amsterdam in the early 1640s, when Samuel van Hoogstraten was also one of the master's pupils. By 1650 Fabritius had settled in Delft, where he died in 1654 as a result of the explosion of the city's gunpowder magazine.

Very few of his paintings have survived, but they are enough to have secured his general reputation as Rembrandt's most gifted and innovative student whose works were of great importance in the development of other Delft painters such as Vermeer and de Hooch. The National Gallery is fortunate in having two paintings by him, the ‘Self Portrait’ of 1654 (NG 4042) and the signed and dated ‘View in Delft with a Musical Instrument Seller's Stall’ of 1652 (NG 3714; Plate 1). ‘The View in Delft’ is the only surviving example of his documented interest in illusionistic perspective painting. Its exaggerated perspective and foreshortening have given rise to much debate on its original function and method of display (see below).

Conservation treatment

The picture was painted on a fine weave canvas which was glued on to a walnut panel at some later date (note 1). The canvas edges do not precisely correspond to the panel dimensions, and approximately 1 mm of canvas had been turned over the right edge and bottom right side of the panel, resulting in the canvas not being correctly squared to the panel, so that the whole composition ran slightly down toward the right side. The glueing procedure was crudely done, and there were numerous hard lumps visible in the picture from deposits of glue or some other material trapped between the canvas and panel (Fig. 1)

While no structural treament had been carried out since the painting entered the Gallery in 1922, the picture was partially cleaned shortly after acquisition, work having been done mostly in the area of the sky (note 2). As a result, the natural resin varnish, already quite yellow in the sky, was particularly thick, cloudy and discoloured in darker areas such as that containing the instrument seller. The paint layers showed considerable local abrasion, most seriously in the ceiling of the stall, the church and the canal. The figure had been retouched extensively, particularly in the hat, cheek and chin. Actual paint losses, however, were small and few in number (Fig. 2).

It was decided that the picture should be removed from its panel after cleaning and relined, in order to improve its appearance. It was hoped that new evidence for its original method of mounting might emerge from an examination of the back of the canvas during the course of structural treatment. However, it should be emphasised that the decision to remove the canvas was based primarily on aesthetic, rather than art-historical considerations, in particular the fine detail and high finish of the painted image that justified the effort to improve its lumpy and irregular surface.

The natural resin varnish layers and earlier retouchings were soluble in acetone and white spirit mixtures. Although the sky showed signs of having been rather harshly cleaned in the past, areas of damage and abrasion were essentially the same as anticipated through earlier examination (Fig. 2). The aesthetic gains of cleaning were considerable, both in terms of the breadth of the overall chromatic range given by the relative re-emergence of the blue tones and in the recovery of specific painterly details. One such detail had been deliberately suppressed by an earlier restorer: a pale blue highlight, painted on the belly of the lute as the reflection of the sky, had been painted over with a resinous retouching (Plate 2). Other details were obscured by the discoloration and poor saturation of the old varnish layers; the effects of surface textures like the gloss of the viola da gamba soundboard, the illusion of spatial depth implied by the subtle diminution of the receding cobblestones, and the fine detail of figures and architecture on the distant canal were all heightened as a result of cleaning, with the result that, in this picture, Fabritius emerges as more of a ‘fjnschilder’ (fine painter), in the general sense of the degree and sophistication of finish, than had been apparent earlier.

After cleaning, the picture was given a temporary protective varnish. It was next given three protective facings of wet-strength tissue as protection and cushion during the structural treatment (note 3). After a full photographic documentation the labels were removed from the reverse of the panel and retained for the Gallery archive. The picture was then placed face-down and secured for the removal of the panel. The walnut wood was removed from the reverse with hand gouges, carving down evenly across the entire surface, a process slightly complicated by the numerous knots and local changes in the direction of the wood grain. The final remnants of wood were removed with metal scrapers, which were also used along with scalpels to remove the the thick layer of animal glue used to stick canvas and panel together. At this stage the remains of an earlier glue layer was noted and photographed (see below). The reverse of the canvas was remarkably well preserved, showing little discoloration or accumulation of dirt; it must have been well protected from the environment since shortly after the picture's completion. The canvas showed little or no penetration of the glue used to attach it to the walnut panel, and presumably was placed dry on to the pre-glued panel after the adhesive had begun to set (note 4).

The fact that the reverse of the canvas had apparently never been fully wet with glue was an important factor in the selection of the materials and technique for lining. While the careful and controlled application of moisture, heat and pressure is important in reducing surface deformations in the paint and canvas, it was judged that, in the case of ‘A View in Delft’, this technique was best applied in a separate phase of moisture treatment using the Willard multi-purpose low pressure table, giving optimal control over the degree of moisture applied (note 5). Since the reaction of the canvas to the fuller wetting associated with the various glue-paste lining techniques could not be satisfactorily predicted, it was decided to line the picture with Beva 371, a non-aqueous synthetic adhesive, using a non-penetrating 'nap-bond' technique with minimum adhesive impregnation and therefore maximum reversibility.

Before moisture treatment, the upper two layers of facing tissue were removed, leaving one in place. The reverse of the canvas was then very lightly misted with water and placed face-up on a thin woven polyester interleaf on the preheated (35°C) table surface, which was covered with a thin sheet of Melinex, after which the pressure was reduced to 12 mbar. Further humidification was achieved using the table's internal humidification system (note 6), and during moisture treatment the most serious surface deformations were also treated locally from the front with a heated spatula while the picture was under light vacuum. After about fifteen minutes the pressure was increased to between 20 and 25 mbar, while the table's dehumidification system was used to return the picture to ambient relative humidity conditions over a period of several hours. During the drying process the table heaters were turned off.

The moisture treatment had affected a noticeable improvement in the picture surface, although the worst surface deformations were by no means eliminated. It was judged that the risk of 'moating', that is, pushing in the paint surrounding a raised area as a consequence of attempts to flatten the highest deformations, was greater than the likely improvements to be gained from further surface treatment, and therefore the picture was ready to be lined.

After removal of the last facing layer, the picture was laid onto a pre-stretched linen canvas that had been prepared in advance with a build-up of Beva 371 and lined using the Willard table. Impregnation of the original canvas with the lining adhesive was avoided by activating the table's cooling system as soon as the adhesive had reached its melting point (note 7). The picture was then cooled to room temperature while under light vacuum (16 mbar) over a period of several hours. The lined picture was then stretched over a purpose-built wooden stretcher that could be keyed-out. Retouchings were done using dry pigments and Paraloid B-72 resin over Ketone-N varnish.

Observations on its original display

Over the last fifty years ‘A View in Delft’ has been the subject of much scholarly debate (note 8). Its unusual compositional format and distortions of form, together with contemporary documentary evidence, have led to a general consensus that the picture was part of a perspective box or peepshow, or at the very least that the relationship between constructed perspective and natural vision was central to its original meaning. The majority of scholars have favoured the perspective box theory, most recently discussed by Walter Liedtke in an article published in 1976 (note 9).

In Liedtke's reconstruction Fabritius' canvas would have been mounted on a hemicylindrical panel and placed at the back of an equilaterally triangular box (Fig. 3) (note 10). The picture would have been viewed through a hole placed in the opposite angle, with diffuse light admitted through the top, possibly through stretched paper (note 11). The resulting image (Fig. 4), with the viewing angle made increasingly oblique towards the sides, would appear with its apparent distortions and discrepancies of scale corrected, and bear a much greater topographical fidelity to the view as seen from the actual vantage point. As Liedtke describes, the lateral stretching of peripheral elements like the front of the viola da gamba or the exaggerated distance between the figure's ear and chin are resolved into convincing, naturalistic representation. The odd, curving away impression of the row of houses on the receding canal at the right is transformed into an accurate depiction of the more modestly scaled Vrouwenrecht (Fig. 5). The left wall recedes along, not across, the Oude Langedijck, and the trellis projects in a clear right angle to form a coherent space in which the figure sits, and before whom the lute now functions as an effective three-dimensional ‘repous-soir’. Furthermore, the lack of binocular depth perception afforded by the single eyepiece intensifies the illusionism of the constructed space, a deception that is difficult to appreciate to full effect without a three-dimensional model.

No surviving perspective box, or ‘perspectiefkas’, can be attributed to Carel Fabritius, but his interest and activity in this area are indicated in a number of contemporary inventory references, although they refer to works either lost or already incorrectly attributed (note 12). Both Arnold Houbraken and Samuel van Hoogstraten, his fellow student in the Rembrandt studio, refer to Fabritius' mastery of perspective and ‘trompe-l'oeil’ illusion (note 13), subjects which were also explored in several perspective treatises published or available in seventeenth-century Holland. The particular relevance of these treatises to ‘A View in Delft’ lies not in their exposition of basic perspective techniques but in their interest in relating them to how the eye sees (note 14). The representation of views with multiple distance points, or points of convergence, as a means of depicting views which simulate the assembled image of the rapidly scanning eye was a prime topic for perspectival theorists like Vredeman de Vries, who illustrated many such constructions in his ‘Perspective’ of 1604–5, and has been demonstrated to be present in the works of artists like Houckgeest and Saenredam (note 15). In its curved format ‘A View in Delft’ gives a very clear impression of two divergent points of configuration: the Oude Langedijck and the Vrouwenrecht, which actually do form a fifty-five degree angle (Fig. 5). The visual tensions and ambiguities resulting from the extension of traditional perspective techniques to replicate our natural perception of three-dimensional space are greatest in just the sort of wide-angle view depicted in ‘A View in Delft’; in a sense its most basic compositional premise is a major aspect of the subject, treated with unprecedented sophistication.

This association between ‘A View in Delft’ and contemporary Dutch scientific exploration of optics is pressed much further by Arthur Wheelock, who disagrees with the basic peepshow construction proposed by Liedtke (note 16). He relates the painting to contemporary artistic interest in optical devices such as mirrors, lenses and the ‘camera obscura’, an interest documented in Hoogstraten's writings and often associated with paintings by Vermeer. He has proposed that Fabritius viewed the site through a double concave lens to create his wide-angle image, with the resulting picture always intended to be seen flat. A view of the actual site through an eighteenth-century double concave lens reproduces what Wheelock sees as the major distortion in ‘A View in Delft’, the apparent remoteness of the nearby Nieuwe Kerk as compared to the actual viewing experience from the site (Fig. 6). 'Fish-eye' distortions of parallel verticals were corrected by slanting the lens upward (note 17), which in turn caused distortions in the foreground that were masked with the projecting viola da gamba and other foreground elements, placed intuitively by the artist in an 'additive' composition process. The final result of this process is not now visible, because, according to Wheelock, the pattern of cusping or scalloping of the canvas weave along the picture edges indicates that the picture was trimmed by at least 8–10 cm along its right and bottom edges (note 18). Ambiguities of scale and distortions of form, which would certainly have been even greater with the inclusion of the alleged missing areas, were not defects largely corrected through manipulation of the canvas but an intended 'freedom from the restraints of perspective theory', the results of which were exploited 'not only for its naturalistic qualities but also for its distinctive psychological implications' (note 19).

Whether Fabritius' achievement represents an escape from perspective conventions or an extension of them seems open to question, and while there is nothing to preclude the possibility of experimentation with optical instruments, Wheelock's explanation remains the minority opinion (note 20). Wheelock sees the diminutive size and remoteness of the Nieuwe Kerk as the product of the lens distortion, but Liedtke is correct in maintaining that, seen with one eye at the close distance dictated by the confines of the box, the church dominates the vista to a surprising degree. Additionally, the distortion of verticals caused by the double lens, even when corrected, still seems at odds with a picture where the overriding impression is of a unipolar, laterally oriented anamorphic projection roughly similar to parts of Hoogstraten's peepshow in the National Gallery (note 21). Even as used by Fabritius toward different ends, traditional anamorphic distortion accounts for the distortions present in the now-flattened ‘View in Delft’ in a more simple and direct way, and is perhaps all the more remarkable for the subtlety with which it would have been originally used in the service of pictorial illusion.

Investigation of the physical object and of the painting technique has proved relevant to discussion of the issue of function and display. Examination with the infra-red videcon system (Fig. 7) (note 22) reveals a clear underdrawing of a more or less consistent level of finish throughout, most clearly visible in the lute and its shadow, the viola da gamba, and the distant architecture. Whatever method was used to arrive at the composition, the image seems to have been drawn as a whole on the lead-white primed canvas. Even if compiled additively, as Wheelock asserts (note 23), it must have been more or less finalised in some sort of preliminary stage, as there are no major changes of drawn form in peripheral, overlapping elements like the (drawn) gamba and lute (note 24). However, the most recent infra-red technology clearly supports Wheelock's observation of the change in the figure (note 25). It was originally placed in a higher, standing position, and seems to have been executed to some degree in paint before being changed to its present position. Yet the information provided by analysis of the painting technique, while interesting, brings us little closer to solving the question of the original mounting. Fabritius' materials and method seem conventional, and there is nothing in the evolution of the composition or the build-up of paint that confirms or refutes any of the theories about its display. However, other physical evidence uncovered during the recent restoration, while not conclusive, is more consistent with Liedtke's peepshow thesis.

Examination of the canvas itself is of some relevance to the ‘perspectiefkas’ question. Wheelock's assertion that the canvas has been trimmed is not consistent with an examination of the canvas cusping. Canvases were often stretched and primed in large sizes, to be trimmed later to the desired picture size; after drying this separate, earlier application of ground, however, is enough to hold the pattern of distortion of the canvas weave in place in its new size. Examination of the cusping of ‘A View in Delft’, which is visible in an X-radiograph (Fig. 8), indicates only that its canvas was primed in a larger size than was later used for the painting, and also that the piece was probably taken from near a corner of the primed fabric, resulting in greater cusping along adjacent sides (note 26). In addition, removal of repaint during restoration showed it to have been painted completely only up to the bottom border, which itself would be in keeping with Liedtke's hypothesis that the foreground would have been continued on the base of the box in an extreme anamorphic projection.

If the general premise of a triangular perspective box is accepted, the use of canvas would allow the best combination of flexibility and strength necessary for the curved configuration, whether achieved before or after the painting stage. The use of canvas would be consistent with Wheelock's thesis as well, except that the canvas and paint do show signs of having been bent for some time in the past. A photograph taken in raking light (Fig. 1) clearly shows a series of raised parallel vertical ridges, which are the high points of a pattern of concave scalloping of paint and canvas (as seen from the front), not unlike the warping of separate planks of a wooden panel construction. In this case, however, the 'warping' is concave, and the sum of the individual deformations would produce a general curve of the canvas and paint with the lateral edges pushed toward the viewer in a manner suggested by Liedtke's reconstruction. The fact that these ridges are unidirectional and are in both canvas and paint layers, with no associated lifting or flaking of paint, effectively rules out canvas shrinkage from glueing operations as their cause. Furthermore, these deformations occur at right angles to the wood grain of the walnut panel to which the canvas was later glued (see above), and are large enough relative to the panel dimensions to make it very unlikely that they could have been caused by any cycles of wood movement in response to changes in relative humidity.

The back of the canvas also showed some evidence of the picture's original mounting. As previously stated, there were clear remains of an earlier adhesive layer, beneath the glue used later to attach the canvas to its walnut panel, which was easily distingishable by its unusual green colour (Plate 3). Analysis showed this to be a copper-protein complex, the result of long-term contact between animal glue and copper, most plausibly explained by the picture having been glued to a copper panel (note 27). The quite unusually unsoiled and well-preserved state of the reverse of the fabric argues for this having been done early in the picture's history. Glueing canvas to copper, although an unusual procedure, does not in itself mean that the picture was curved; if it was, however, copper would be a good choice of material since it is easily bent or hammered into the desired shape, and certainly would have been readily obtainable in this size at the time of painting.

While the physical evidence remains circumstantial, it clearly supports the type of reconstruction proposed by Liedtke, for which there is solid evidence in contemporary artistic theory and practice. Yet even though the new information supports this view, the exact configuration of ‘A View in Delft’ remains unknowable; any attempt actually to remount the picture in a perspective box would be conjectural and therefore unsatisfactory in its detail. Furthermore, remounting the picture would pose serious practical problems of public access, as well as problems of lighting and the durability of the now aged paint layers. It has been decided, therefore, to display the picture in what has become its traditional configuration.
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